
■Isesaki Head Office
　2-1296, koubayashi-cho, Isesaki, Gunma, 379-2206, JAPAN TEL：+81-（0）270-40-9111

■Kiryu Department
　1-2757, Hirosawa-cho, Kiryu, Gunma, 376-8585, JAPAN TEL：+81-（0）277-54-2379

■Engineering Department（Equipment Section・Metal Mold Section）
　1-2757, Hirosawa-cho, Kiryu, Gunma, 376-8585, JAPAN TEL：+81-（0）277-54-2382

■Isesaki Department
　2-1284-35, Koubayashi-cho, Isesaki, Gunma, 379-2206, JAPAN TEL：+81-（0）270-63-0221

■Hamamatsu Sales Office
　7F, North Star Bldg., 216-4, Motoshirocho, Naka-ku, Hamamatsu-shi, 
　Shizuoka, 430-0946 JAPAN TEL：+81-（0）53-413-1123

■YAMADA North America Inc.
　9000 Columbus-Cincinnati Road, PO Box Y South Charleston, TEL：+1-937-462-7111
　Ohio 45368, U.S.A.

■YAMADA SOMBOON Co.,Ltd.
　Siam Eastern Industrial Park, 60/4 Moo 3 Mabyangporn Pluakdaeng,  TEL：+66-（0）38-891-250
　Rayong 21140, THAILAND

■Chengdu Tianxing Yamada Auto Parts Co.,Ltd.
　No2 Shiji dadao, Chengdu Economic & Technological Development Zone, TEL：+86-（0）28-84876350
　Longquanyi, Chengdu, Sichuan 610100, CHINA

■Yamada R&D China Co.,Ltd.
　No2 Shiji dadao, Chengdu Economic & Technological Development Zone, TEL：+86-（0）28-84879500
　Longquanyi, Chengdu, Sichuan 610100, CHINA

https://www.yamada-s.co.jp
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Brand message: Creating the Desired.
Expressed in this message is our strong desire for creating things that meet latent 
“wants” of the world with our even more original ideas, not to mention the history 
and strengths that Yamada has accumulated to this day. The message symbolizes 
Yamada’s thoughts underscored in our management vision.

Masaru Sato
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■Transmission components
Transmission components incorporating solenoid valves and other 
internal parts keep the oil pressure inside the transmission at the 
correct level and ensure it is supplied where required at the 
appropriate timing. These components demand an extremely high 
level of quality and Yamada works jointly with customers on 
developmentfr om an earlys tage.

■Steering column
Steering columns transmit steering wheel movements to the gear 
box. Yamada supplies steering parts that combine safety and 
comfort, including an impact-absorbing mechanism in case of an 
accident, and tilting and telescoping mechanisms to provide a 
comfortable driving position.

■Oil pumps
Oil pumps supply lubricating oil to the powertrain. YAMADA's 
original tooth profile rotor realizes high efficiency and quietness. 
Our large product range encompasses oil pumps for a diverse range 
of applications.

■Water pumps
Water pumps circulate coolant to keep engines and inverters cool. 
Yamada water pumps feature superior characteristics that minimize 
cavitation while still achieving a high level of efficiency. The 
product range includes numerous variations to suit different drive 
systems and a wide range of specifications.

Electric oil pump for transmission

■Intermediate shaft
Intermediate shafts are parts to prevent torque steer by equalizing 
the lengths of the right and left drive shafts. We offer products 
that are designed to be flexibly adapted to the vehicle parts layout.

Intermediate shaft

Steering column with tilt / telescopic function

Crank shaft connected oil pump

Balancer integrated oil pumpChain cover integrated oil pump 30W class electric water pump Light weight water pump

Double-rotor oil pump for CVT Oil Pump for Torque distribution
control in AWD

Twin-rotor oil pump
for hybrid system

Oil pump for AWD system Oil pump for multistage
automatic transmission
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